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Heterogeneous wealth dynamics: 
The role of risk and ability 



Poverty traps commonplace in policy debates today.   
 But are there really poverty traps?   
 Do people perceive such dynamics accurately? 

 
If poverty traps exist, what sort, why and for whom? 

 Multiple dynamic equilibria w/threshold effects? 
 Conditional/club convergence based on immutable    
         characteristics, w/unique low-level eqln? 
 Might populations exhibit heterogeneous dynamics? 
  

Can we identify heterogeneous wealth dynamics?  
 
What policy implications of heterogeneous wealth dynamics? 
 

Research questions 



What we find, studying southern Ethiopian pastoralists: 
 
1)  Nonlinear wealth dynamics that result in multiple 

dynamic equilibria only arise in adverse states of nature. 

2) Herder ability – e.g., heterogeneity in ‘ability to deal with 
disequilibrium’ – associated with distinct wealth dynamics 

3)  Significant policy implications of hetero. wealth dynamics 

Findings 



Generalizing the two distinct poverty trap mechanisms: 
 
 
 
where y is a measure of well-being (e.g., assets) 
i indexes individuals, s states of nature, t time periods and   

 c cohorts/clubs  
h is the high equilibrium BA, ℓ is the low equilibrium BA 
γc is a cohort-specific threshold  
 
Note:  
γc=0 and g( ) concave implies unique dynamic eqln 
αc=α and gc( )=g( ) imply common path dynamics for all 
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Framing the question 



The setting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Southern Ethiopian pastoralists  
-   Simple pastoralist system  
-  Droughts major system shock 
-  Prior studies found S-shaped herd 

dynamics and multiple dynamic 
wealth eqla (Lybbert et al. 2004 
EJ, Santos & Barrett 2011 JDE).   



Unusual data: can unpack wealth dynamics 
 
Scalar-valued asset (livestock herd … TLU), with hh panel and 
state-conditional growth expectations 

Quarterly/annual hh panel, 2000-3 on 120 households in 
same woreda as Lybbert et al. (2004 EJ).  Kenyan subsample 
also exhibits S-shaped herd dynamics (Barrett et al. 2006 JDS). 
 
Subjective herd growth expectations, 2004 (n=288) 

- randomly selected herd size within 4 herd size intervals 
([1,5),[5,15),[15,40), [40,60] head of cattle) 
- asked herders rainfall expectations for next year (A/N/B) 
and herd size distributions, given four random start values 
- established if respondent ever managed a herd that size 

The data 



The data 



State-conditional 
herd growth 

Under normal/good rainfall, virtually universal expectations of 
near-linear growth, with minimal dispersion among herders.  



State-conditional 
herd growth 

But with low rainfall, considerable dispersion, and highly 
nonlinear herd dynamics … some suggestion that multiple 
equilibria poverty trap arises due to drought risk. Insurance and 
risk management ability become important differentiators. 



Observed herd dynamics are a mixture of draws from state-
conditional herd growth distributions. So simulate 
unconditional herd dynamics using data on (i) weather 
distributions and (ii) state-conditional growth functions.  
Then differentiate by herding ability and re-estimate. 
 
1.Estimate parametric state-conditional growth functions. 
 
2. Check that the observed mixtures match observed herd 
growth. Then predict transition probabilities. 
 
3. Simulate dynamics w/climate change (B&S 2014 EcolEcon) 
 
4. Estimate herder-specific ability and re-estimate 
unconditional herd growth functions conditional on ability. 
 
 

Expected herd dynamics 
with stochastic weather 



1. Estimate parametric rainfall-conditional herd growth 
function:  
 
where f()is polynomial and r indexes rainfall state. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Results replicate earlier figures (as they should). 
 

Expected herd dynamics 
with stochastic weather 
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2. Check if unconditional dynamics implied by estimated 
model match observed herd dynamics 
 
Simulate unconditional herd dynamics using simple method: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Simulate using 500 replicates for each starting value to 
simulate 10-year ahead herd size transitions 
 
 
 
 
 

Expected herd dynamics 
with stochastic weather 



Result:     Compared w/observed: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For coarse methods, very strong correspondence (equilibria 
and shape the same). Herders seem to understand the system.  
  
 

Expected herd dynamics 
with stochastic weather 



Implied 10-year herd transition probability matrix is: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Not non-ergodic distributions, but very clearly different 
probabilities of outcomes based on initial conditions.  
 
Looks like a poverty trap w/ a herd size threshold ~15 TLU. 
 
 
 

Herder ability and 
expected herd dynamics 



4. Estimate herder-specific ability and then re-simulate.  
 
Exploit the household panel data to generalize the earlier 
parametric growth function using stochastic frontier 
estimation methods: 
 
where φi ≥ 0 is a one-sided, herder-specific, time-invariant 
inefficiency estimate. Use this as proxy for herder ability.  
 
Let f() be an exogenous switching specification: 
 

Herder ability and 
expected herd dynamics 
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Estimation concerns: 
-  Lagged herd size endogenous, so inefficiency estimates 

almost surely inconsistent.  
-  Misspecification will be conflated with inefficiency 

Neither a problem if we just use ordinal groupings:  
high vs. low ability cohorts.  
 
[Robustness check with  
nonparametric DEA yields  
qualitatively identical results.] 
 

Herder ability and 
expected herd dynamics 



Now divide sample into two: lower ability subsample (4th 
quartile of the φi dist’n) and the rest. [Results robust to other 
partitionings of inefficiency dist’n.] Re-estimate herd growth 
models for each sub-sample. [Results qualitatively identical to 
earlier results.] Re-simulate. 
 
Results show two different herd 
dynamics:  
-  Low ability herders have just  
one low-level equilibrium 
-  Higher ability herders face  
multiple dynamic herd equilibria 

Herder ability and 
expected herd dynamics 



Use these disaggregated estimates to simulate evolution of 
herd sizes. What difference does ability make?  
 
Incorporating ability leads to: 
(i)  directionally different aggregate growth estimate 
(ii)  greater growth in inequality 
 

Expected growth 
and inequality 



In this region, perhaps the most common post-drought policy 
intervention (pre-insurance) was herd restocking.  
 
 
With heterogeneous ability,  
targeting becomes critical  
because expected returns vary  
based on recipient ability. 
 
Only higher ability herders w/ 
initial herds of 9-22 TLU grow  
herds following restocking. 
 

The policy challenge 



Target the poorest … but poverty is correlated with both 
ability and herd size. If we could target those with adequate 
herd size (or adequate herd size and ability), could 
substantially increase ROI from herd restocking.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Targeting method   ROI pa 
Naïve      -4.4% 
Herd size       3.6% 
Herd size and ability     5.4%  

The policy challenge 



Even in a simple system, wealth dynamics 
appear heterogeneous 
 
-  Two different sorts of poverty traps at play 
-  Weather shocks give rise to one sort of poverty trap for herders 

of average or better ability 
-  Low ability generates a different sort of poverty trap 

-  This matters for policy since the mechanism behind growth 
dynamics matters to the impact of interventions. 

-  Risk management may be as/more valuable than transfers 
-  Targeting of social protection matters a lot 

Conclusions 



Thank you for your time and interest! 


